A procedure is presented for the automatic solution of composite (misfit) layer compounds, for the case when the composite crystal structure consists of two types of layer, each of which can be approximately described as a three-dimensional periodic structure with, however, mutually incommensurate lattices and hence mutually induced incommensurate modulations. The composite structure can be described as a periodic structure in fourdimensional superspace [van Smaalen (1992) , Mater.
Introduction
A misfit layer compound is an incommensurate intergrowth compound consisting of two or more types of layer. Each type of layer (or substructure) can be approximately described as a three-dimensional periodic structure with, however, mutually incommensurate lattices and hence mutually induced incommensurate modulations. A survey of such structures has recently been given by Wiegers & Meerschaut (1992) . The composite structure is best described as a periodic structure in higher-dimensional space (Janner & Janssen, 1980; van Smaalen, 1992) . So far, only composite layer structures with two different types of layer and with just one incommensurate axial direction are known, so we restrict the discussion to the four-dimensional case: each substructure is characterized by a unit cell and a modulation wave vector, which is a basic reciprocal-lattice vector of the other substructure.
A direct-methods procedure for the solution of such structures has been described in a previous paper (Fan, van Smaalen, Lain & Beurskens, 1993, hereinafter denoted Ref. I) , where it is shown that the modified Sayre equation for four-dimensional superspace (Hao, Liu & Fan, 1987) is applicable to composite structures. The abinitio application of this method is being programmed (Fu & Fan, 1994) .
As all misfit layer structures known so far contain heavy atoms, an obvious strategy is to start the structural investigations by the application of heavy-atom Patterson-interpretation procedures for the solution of the two basic structures, which indeed has been the case up to date (Wiegers & Meerschaut, 1992) . Once the basic structures are known, the relative positions of the two layers have to be established from the observed intensity data of the reflections common to the two layers. In the present procedure, we follow this strategy up to this point. Subsequent determination of the modulation parameters, which describe the modulations caused by the mutual interactions of the two layers, is usually carried out by trial and error. In the present procedure, the phasing of the satellite reflections is accomplished by the application of direct methods in four-dimensional superspace (Ref. I). Thus, an automatic solution of the phase problem of misfit layer compounds is obtained in four steps ( § §2-4).
(i) The basic structure of layer 1 is solved by Patterson methods.
(ii) The basic structure of layer 2 is solved by Patterson methods.
(iii) The two layers are brought to a common origin by a shift function.
(iv) The phases of the satellites are found by direct methods.
These four steps are executed by the program MISFIT, details of which are given in §5. After the phase problem has been solved in this way, the phased structure factors are input to a program for four-dimensional Fourier synthesis and further structure analysis.
Nomenclature
A general formalism for composite structures and the embedding of substructures in higher-dimensional superspace has been given by van Smaalen (1992) . We restrict the nomenclature to the four-dimensional case of misfit layer structures consisting of two incommensurate layers.
The reflection data are indexed with four integer indices HKI_2tl, which refer to the set of reciprocallattice vectors (a~, a~, a~, a~) . In the present setting, the two substructures have a5 and a~ in common. The basic lattice periodicities of substructure u (u --1 or 2) are denoted a~,l, a~,2, av3. The parallel and incommensurate basic vectors are all and a21. When considering individual basic structures, we use conventional notation, e.g. unit cell a, b, c. The basic structure of layer 1 is associated with the main reflections HKLO of the composite structure: hkl --HKL, reciprocal lattice (a*, = * * a~) and (by inversion) unit cell (a, b*, c*) (a 1, a 2, b, c) --(all, a12, a13). The basic structure of layer 2 is associated with the main reflections 0KLMof the composite structure: hkl = MKL, reciprocal lattice (a*, b*, e*) = (a~, a~, a:]) and unit cell (a, b, e) = (a21, a22, a23). The reflections HKIA4 (H # O, M # O) are the (usually weaker) satellite reflections. The special reflections OKLO are the main reflections common to both substructures.
The three-dimensional unit cell of a basic structure may conveniently be transformed to any other setting; the three-dimensional main reflections are then transformed accordingly. For this purpose, we define the matrices B~,, which transform reflection indices HKI_A4 into indices for the desired settings of the threedimensional modulated substructures.
Layer 1, hklO = HKLO.B1;
(1) layer 2, hklO = 0KLM.B2;
with, of course, corresponding transformation of the basic unit cells. The matrix B~, is the inverse of the matrix W ~ defined by van Smaalen (1992) . 
Examples
Details of the procedure are illustrated for the structure of (LaS)l.14NbS2 and, in less detail, for the structure of (PbS)I.18TiS2, using the code names LANBS and PBTIS (see Table 1 ). The structure and symmetry properties of LANBS are described by Meerschaut, Rabu & Rouxel (1989) , Wiegers et al. (1990) and ; those of PBTIS are described by van Smaalen, Meetsma, Wiegers & de Boer (1991) . The same test compounds were used in Ref. I. The structure of LANBS is given in Fig. 1 
Symmetry
In the following arguments, we assume that the symmetry is known. Note that, if there is any doubt about the four-dimensional symmetry, it is trivial to try out all possible symmetries (as is being done for threedimensional structures having space-group ambiguities). With the modem computational facilities available, a complete analysis is a matter of a few minutes.
Determination of the two substructures

Reflection data and space groups
The reflections HKLO and OKI~I represent the main reflections of layers 1 and 2, respectively. No further restrictions apply to the settings. In order to be able to use all modem computer programs for crystallographic calculations, we use the matrices B, for the transformation to a conventional space-group setting.
LANBS. For NbS2,
for LaS,
For layer 1, HKLO is transformed to hkl = HKL. For layer 2, 0KLM is transformed to hkl = MK2Lwith a half-length c axis. Note that layer 1 is a 'zig-zag' double layer and layer 2 is a 'pure' translational double layer (see Fig. 1 ).
Unit-cell contents
The approximate composition of the structure is known from chemical analysis and the volumes of the unit cells of the basic structures are known from the diffraction pattern (otherwise we could not index the diffraction pattern); this information is usually sufficient to determine the contents of each of the two unit cells. Note that the ratio la~l:la121 determines the nonstoichiometricity of the composition.
LANBS. The unit cell of layer 1 appears to contain 'approximately one' independent Nb atom. As in conventional structure analysis, it is assumed that in this case the cell contains precisely one Nb atom (whether or not some slight occupancy modulation exists is irrelevant at this stage of the analysis).
Note. It is expected that an error in the composition is not of great importance because the heavy atom(s) will dominate and have sufficient scattering power to allow the calculation of sufficiently accurate phases for steps (iii) and (iv) of the procedure.
Patterson interpretation
For each layer, reflection data (hkl), symmetry information and cell contents are written to data files to be used in the structure analysis using conventional techniques (see §5). After the basic structure of the first layer has been solved, the basic structure of the second layer is solved likewise.
For each layer, the atomic parameters for all atoms of the layer and a list (file) of calculated structure factors are tabulated for use in steps (iii) and (iv). The conventional R value is expected to be in the range R = 0.15 to 0.30.
LANBS. Layer 1, R = 0.18; layer 2, R = 0.15.
Notes
(1) For very simple inorganic basic structures, the present Fourier refinement gives sufficiently accurate results and (at this stage) we do not consider further refinement of the basic structures to be of importance for the performance of steps (iii) and (iv). If, however, more complicated structures are being analyzed, one could easily call a least-squares program for a block-diagonal structure refinement.
(2) For complicated structures, the present automatic Patterson interpretation may fail for one or both basic structures. In this case, users are advised to solve the structure(s) using their own experience and/or other available programs and techniques and, subsequently, to supply the atomic parameters in a restart of the program MISFIT (see §5).
The role of the common projection reflections OKLO
The reflection data for each of the layers have the OKLO projection reflections in common. The (projected) atomic positions of both layers contribute to the Bragg scattering: the structure factor for a OKLO reflection is the weighted sum of the structure factors of the individual layers. Therefore, the corresponding structure-factor magnitude of one layer is not known from experiment. The correct expression for the OKLO structure factor is given in §3. Here, we are concerned with the value of the corresponding structure factors to be used for the calculation of the two Patterson syntheses.
Simple statistical considerations lead to the following conclusions. (1) A weak OKLO reflection could result from strong contributions of the two layers with opposite phases, but it is more likely that both contributions are weak.
(2) A strong OKLO reflection could result from a very strong contribution and a weak contribution, but it is more likely that both contributions are medium to strong. Therefore, it is as incorrect to use the observed Table 2 
. Comparison of Patterson peak heights in the test structures
The relative values of the peaks are given for three cases of Io (substituted value of the Patterson coefficients for common projection reflections; see text). Underscored false peaks are larger than an S-S peak. p2 is the relative scattering power of the substructure. Origin: peak height set equal to ~-'~, Z 2 of the substructure. structure factors as it is to substitute zero values. We have considered using the expectation values for the common projection reflections, which can be derived from the relative scattering powers of the individual layers:
where ~>-]~, denotes summation over all atoms in layer u per unit volume. This leads to an equal chance of over-or underestimation of the Patterson coefficient. It is better to use smaller values because overestimation of the 'observed' structure factors enhances the contributions of the (projected) atomic positions of the other layer and therefore gives rise to false peaks in the Patterson, which may do more harm than underestimation of the Patterson coefficients.
In As a result of the simple tests described, for the time being we have instructed the program MISFIT to use 0.5 IF(OKLO)I as a substitute for the observed structure factor of the corresponding projection reflection of each layer.
Note. For larger structures, the projection reflections generally become relatively less important. Nevertheless, in case one encounters problems in the solution of the structure of one of the individual layers, the value of the structure factors of the common projection reflections can be estimated more accurately by using the calculated structure factors of the corresponding reflections of the other known layer. This is not done automatically by the program MISFIT.* * We would be interested to receive notice of possible misfit compounds for which this could be of importance to the solution of the structure.
After the solution of the basic structure of a layer, the atomic parameters have to be transformed back to express the atomic positions as fractional coordinates in the original axial system of the composite structure by B~, [(1) ]. If the origin for the definition of the fourdimensional symmetry elements differs from the origin setting used in the (conventional!) three-dimensional space group, one must also shift the atomic parameters of each substructure to be consistent with the proper setting of the four-dimensional superspace group. This shift vector is denoted s,.
Notes
(1) Fl (HKLO) and F2(HKLO) have been calculated using the standard three-dimensional procedures; the back transformation to the four-dimensional HKLM description does not affect the (complex) value of the structure factor. If, however, a symmetry shift s~, is required, then the structure factor has to be multiplied by the corresponding phase factor
where s~,i is the ith component of s~,.
(2) The components s22 and s2:~ of the shift vector for layer 2 are irrelevant, as they will be redetermined as described in §3.
Shift function
Once each of the two layers has been solved, they have to be positioned relative to each other. Shifts parallel to the incommensurate axis (all ]l a21) are of no physical relevance. Such shifts redefine the mathematical description of the atomic positions and the phases of the atomic modulation functions but do not affect the distribution of interatomic distances. So we only consider the possible shifts along other directions.
Shifts in these directions are restricted to shifts between permissible origins in the original threedimensional symmetry descriptions of the individual layers. Thus, the reflections OKLO contain the information required to position the layers. The structure factors of the OKLO reflections are given by
F(OKLO) = V~-I[F~(OKLO)] + ~-I[F2(OKLO)]
(2) (van Smaalen, 1992) , where V~, is the volume of the unit cell of the basic structure of layer u and F,(OKLO) is the calculated structure factor of layer u (electrons per unit cell V~,).
We now keep the first layer fixed and shift the second layer over a two-dimensional vector t = (t2, t:~). The structure factors for the OKLO reflections calculated for layer 2, denoted F.~, are then multiplied by the phase factor exp [27ri(Kt2 + Lt:~)] before substitution in (2).
The vector t minimizes the disagreement or maximizes the correlation between F,,~,.~ and F,.~,. for the OKLO reflections. Usually, conventional R or R2 minimization or least-squares procedures are employed.
It has been argued that there are great similarities between the various forms of translation functions (Beurskens, Gould, Bruins Slot & Bosman, 1987) and, because the two fragments (i.e. layer I and layer 2) constitute the complete structure, we do not have to be very subtle about the subtraction of origin and intralayer vector contributions (as in small-fragment Patterson searches). We have chosen to maximize the simple correlation function
(3)
Note that for conventional Patterson searches sharpening is advised but, in view of the uncertainty of the calculated structure factor (arising from incomplete refinement of the basic structures and ignoring the modulation effects so far), we prefer to use no sharpening or (subject to future modifications) only a slight sharpening.
If nothing is 'wrong' with the structure determination of either layer, then the maximum of the function T(t) is found for the correct shift vector t.
LANBS. The shift vector found is t = (0.08, 0.25). As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the LaS layer must be shifted I a 1 by Alz = ~ 2:~, which corresponds to Zlz = 7c in the B2-transformed setting, which reflects the presence of two mirror planes (at z = 0 and z = ½) in the threedimensional basic structure. This component of the shift vector t is rather trivial, as otherwise the layers would severely overlap. It is also seen from Fig. 1 that the LaS layer is shifted a little bit along the a2~ axis, which reflects the fact that in both layers the b axis is a polar axis (a twofold rotation axis). The magnitude of this shift is found to be Ay = 0.08. This component is not trivial as it is essential to achieve correct physical contact (bond distances and angles) between the layers.
Enantiomer fixation ?
If the individual layers have not been refined (as we have assumed here) prior to the determination of the shift vector for layer 2, and if both basic structures are noncentrosymmetric, then the absolute structures of the layers are not known and we have a fifty-fifty chance of success or failure. So we must also invert one of the layers and repeat the shift calculations for this case; if we find a higher maximum in the shift function T(t), then we have to accept the inverted layer as being correct.
LANBS.
In this example, the LaS structure is described in a noncentrosymmetric space group, but the LaS structure is almost perfectly centrosymmetric and consequently the enantiomer test does not show a significant difference for the two possibilities: the slight observed difference in the T(t) maxima can easily be accounted for by small errors in the structural parameters and neglect of anomalous scattering. Either choice can be used as a starting point for further analysis.
Direct methods
The phases of the main reflections of the two layers can be calculated from the known structural parameters (see §2). For layer 2, we may have to apply the structural inversion (enantiomer change, phases ~ replaced by -~,) and then apply the layer shift as a phase shift. Thus, the outcome of the foregoing section is that we now have available the structure-factor magnitudes and phases of the main reflections HKLO and 0KLM. The modified Sayre equation to be used (Ref.
with H ¢ 0 and M ¢ 0. All main reflections [righthand side of (4)] are used to calculate the phases of all observed satellite reflections.
Notes
( I ) Refinement by direct methods of the main (HKLO and 0KLM) reflections is useless; if better phases are necessary, the individual three-dimensional basic structures can be refined by conventional least-squares methods.
(2) The OKLO reflections do not participate in the Sayre equation [(4)] as they do not contribute to the satellite phases.
(3) Unobserved or very weak satellite reflections (intensity less than 3o) will not be phased but all others will be, as well as the weak reflections; there is nothing to be gained by leaving those out, as in standard threedimensional direct methods.
(4) The full Sayre equation is much more powerful than the conventional tangent formula applied to a limited number of strong normalized structure factors. Therefore, conventional normalization is not useful.
(5) The application of the Sayre equation to one set of phases does not require much computer time. Because many starting phases are known (all main reflections), there is no need for random phases or multisolution techniques.
Computer program MISFIT
The procedure described in this paper is implemented in the program MISFIT. It is a new entry in the DIRDIF system . In this system, technically independent programs communicate with one another by means of control and data files. The first program to be executed reads the instruction given by the user and, if it contains the keyword MISFIT, passes control on to the program MISFIT.
MISFIT reads a user-prepared crystal data file (CONDA) and writes a history file (DDLOG) to determine what is to be done next.
At the first call, MISFIT reads the first part of the CONDA file, which contains the crystal data for layer !. If this data part does not contain atomic parameters, MISFIT prepares various data and control files for the automatic execution of all that is needed to solve the basic structure of layer 1 and then returns control to the DIRDIF system.
Major programs to be called are FOUR, PATTY and PHASEX. FOUR and PATTY are used for the calculation of the Patterson synthesis and its automatic heavy-atom interpretation (Admiraal, Behm, Smykalla & Beurskens, 1992) . The resulting atomic parameters are passed on to the program PHASEX for phase expansion and phase refinement using direct methods on difference structure factors (Beurskens & Smykalla, 1991) . This is followed by FOUR, peak interpretation and automatic PHASEX/FOUR recycling. In case the atomic parameters are given by the user as part of the CONDA file, the solution of the structure is bypassed, but control is still given to the system for the preparation of various data and control files.
After completion of the analysis of layer I, control is returned to MISFIT. At this second call, structure factors for layer 1 are calculated and saved in a reflection data file for later use.
MISFIT then continues to read the second part of the CONDA file, which contains the crystal data for layer 2. This layer is solved as described above for layer 1.
After completion of the analysis of layer 2, control is returned to MISFIT again. At this third call, structure factors for layer 2 are calculated. At this stage, all data are available for the calculation of the shift function T(t). The resulting shift vector t is used to shift the atomic parameters of layer 2, to modify the phases of the calculated structure factors of the 0KLM reflections and to calculate correct structure factors for the OKLO reflections using (2).
LANBS. The conventional R value for the OKLO reflections is R -0.13. Finally, the third part of the CONDA file is read, which contains the full four-dimensional symmetry operators to be used for the application of the Sayre equation, i.e. to determine the phases of the satellite reflections. ([A~21) for the main refections show the results of the three-dimensional structure solutions and the quality of the phases used as input to the tangent formula, while (]A~pl) for the satellites shows the quality of the phases of these reflections as obtained by direct methods. R is the conventional R value for the unrefined structure. Nref is the number of reflections.
LANBS PBTIS
Nr,'f R <1~1) Nr(q" R <1,~1) Layer 1
HKLO 261 The output reflection data file is in the format ready for use in the four-dimensional Fourier program of PetH~ek (1993). Table 3 gives the results for the two test structures, i.e. R values and average phase errors after the structure analyses of the basic structures, the calculation of the shift functions and the determination of the phases of the satellites by direct methods. These test results show that the satellite phases are well determined. The average phase errors are just slightly larger than in previous results (Ref. I). There is no doubt that the four-dimensional Fourier synthesis will show the modulations of atoms. Sections from some similar Fourier calculations were presented in Ref. I.
Test results
LANBS. The complete analysis was performed in 5 min on an 80486 PC.
Program symmetry considerations
All symmetry information is in principle available from the four-dimensional symmetry operations, given by the user in the CONDA file. The reflection transformation matrices B~,, however, are provided and applied to prevent cumbersome settings for the basic structures. The corresponding three-dimensional symmetry can be obtained from the four-dimensional operations. But there is a software problem: DIRDIF (used for Patterson interpretation, etc.) requires the space-group symbol as input. Instead of writing a complicated routine to derive the space-group symbols from the symmetry operations, we ask the user to supply the proper spacegroup symbols and the possible origin-shift vectors s~,. Thus, the handling of symmetry is open to future updates of the program MISFIT.
Availabili O,
All DIRDIF programs are written in standard For-tran77 and are highly computer independent. The system, MISFIT included, is available from one of the authors (PTB) on request.
Generalization
Column composite structures and higher-dimensional layer composite structures can be handled with essentially identical procedures. Implementation in MISFIT will follow in due course. 
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